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DENON DEBUTS FOUR NEW MODELS IN ITS COMPACT “S-SERIES,”
ADDING ADVANCED NETWORKING CAPABILITIES
-- New Compact 2.1 Systems and Company’s First Networked Audio Systems Provide
Audio Streaming, Virtual Surround Sound and Much More --Mahwah, NJ – July 24, 2007 — Denon Electronics, one of the world’s premier
manufacturers of high-quality home entertainment components, is expanding its popular
S-Series of home entertainment products with two new compact 2.1 systems, models S-302
(SRP: $1,699), and S-102 (SRP: $999), both of which mark a major leap forward in compact
home entertainment connectivity and convenience. The company is also adding its first two
Networked Audio Systems to the S-Series lineup, models S-52 (SRP: $ 699) and S-32
(SRP: $499).

Joe Stinziano, Denon’s Senior Vice President for Sales & Marketing noted, “Our new
S-Series products embody Denon’s ‘Whole Home Audio’ strategy. With the introduction of
these new S-Series home theater systems and our Networked Audio Systems, we’re raising
the bar for the entire compact category, enhancing our line with advanced networking,
connectivity, performance and convenience features. These new products will help define an
entirely new category of products and provide “Boundless Entertainment” opportunities for
our customers.”

New Compact 2.1 Systems Offer Performance Enhancements, Networking Capabilities
Denon’s S-302 and S-102 are the next-generation of the company’s original S-Series models,
the popular S-301 and S-101. The new models maintain the same compact form factor with
minor cosmetic differences to the speakers. Both however, offer significant feature and
convenience enhancements. Most notably, Denon has packed both models with advanced
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technologies that dramatically enhance both sound and video quality. For example, the
S-102 will scale content from its built-in DVD player up to 1080p, outputting it via HDMI.
In addition, the S-302 will upconvert all analog sources to HDMI, with scaling to a crystal
clear 1080p image. Additionally, both will perform I/P conversion from interlaced to
progressive scan.

For enhanced audio performance, the new S-Series models feature Audyssey Bass-XT and
Dynamic EQ for greater bass response from the included subwoofer (which is 20% smaller
than previous designs). The S-302 boasts an amplifier section with 50-watts per channel and
a 100-watt amplifier for the subwoofer. The S-102 features 35-watts per channel as well as a
70-watt amplifier for the subwoofer.

The S-302 adds powerful networking features, borrowed from Denon’s new A/V receiver
lineup.* The addition of an Ethernet port and built-in Wi-Fi® allows the unit to serve as a
DLNA™ client and stream Internet radio as well as other music from network attached
storage devices or from a PC /Mac on the network.

Additionally, the S-302/S-102 integrate a new GUI for ease of use as well as the ability to
view cover art from an iPod® or other streaming media.

New Networked Audio Systems: Renowned S-Series Sound, Plus Networking
In addition to the robust sound quality, Denon’s new S-52 and S-32 feature a built-in iPod
dock for easy drop-in functionality. Like the other models in the S-Series, these new units
deliver crisp, clean sound with powerful bass response, made possible by Audyssey Bass-XT
and Dynamic EQ software.

Like the S-302, both Networked Audio Systems feature the ability to stream music wirelessly
from Internet Radio sources and other network attached storage devices, PC or Mac
computers on the network and even the Rhapsody™ Music Service (subscription required).
These also have the ability to decode popular MP3 and WMA formats and also AAC, WAV
and those encoded in FLAC (Free Lossless Audio Codec).
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To take advantage of the iPod connectivity, Denon has added a scroll wheel on the top of the
units for easy control of long lists of artists, albums, or playlists stored on iPods or sourced
from Internet Radio stations.

Additional Performance Features in S-52
The S-52 is designed for consumers who will settle for nothing but the best in the compact
system category. In addition to all the audio-enhancing technologies available in the S-32,
the S-52 adds a built-in HD Radio tuner with multicasting functionality and a slot-loading CD
player capable of decoding many popular audio formats including MP3, WMA, AAC, WAV
and FLAC. The S-52 is also satellite radio ready via optional subscription-based hardware,
and it also features a USB port that allows users to connect USB mass storage devices,
including Flash Drives, MP3 players or USB hard drive.

The S-302 and S-102 are slated to ship in September and both the S-32 and S-52 are slated
to ship in October.

*A home network is required for networking features.

About Audyssey Laboratories Inc.
Audyssey Laboratories was conceived at the prestigious Immersive Audio Laboratory at the
University of Southern California. In late 1996, after a fierce competition among 117
universities, the National Science Foundation established a unique research center at USC
that focused on immersive technologies. A key component of the Integrated Media Systems
Center (IMSC) is the Immersive Audio Laboratory that was founded by Prof. Chris Kyriakakis
and Prof. Tomlinson Holman. Audyssey MultEQ is the only room correction technology that
removes distortions in both the time and frequency domains across the entire listening area.
Funded through a multi-year, $5 million research effort at the USC Immersive Audio
Laboratory and the subsequent founding of Audyssey, the founders turned the cutting-edge
R&D concepts behind MultEQ into a groundbreaking product for the consumer electronics
industry. Audyssey maintains an active relationship with the USC Immersive Audio
Laboratory to research and develop algorithms that advance the state of the art in immersive
sound. For more information, visit www.audyssey.com

About Denon Electronics
Denon is a world leader in the manufacture of the highest quality home theater, audio and
software products. Denon is recognized internationally for innovative and groundbreaking
products and has a long history of technical innovations, including the development and first
commercialization of PCM digital audio. Denon Electronics is owned by D&M Holdings Inc.
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About D&M Holdings Inc.
D&M Holdings Inc. (TSE I: 6735) is based in Kawasaki and owns the Denon®, Marantz®,
McIntosh® Laboratory, Boston Acoustics®, Snell Acoustics, D&M Professional, Denon DJ,
ReplayTV® and Escient® brands. Denon, Marantz, McIntosh and D&M Professional are
global industry leaders in the specialist home theater, audio/video consumer electronics or
professional audio markets, with a strong and long-standing heritage of manufacturing and
marketing high-performance audio and video components. Boston Acoustics, with its
signature The Boston Sound, is a leader in premium loudspeakers for home and audio
markets. Snell is a super premium speaker brand. The ReplayTV and Escient brands
represent award-winning technologies in digital home entertainment. Additional information is
available at www.dm-holdings.com.
Denon and Marantz are registered trademarks of D&M Holdings Inc.; McIntosh is a registered
trademark of McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.; Boston Acoustics is a registered trademark of Boston
Acoustics, Inc. and ReplayTV and Escient are registered trademarks of Digital Networks
North America, Inc.

###

DISCLAIMER
Statements in this news release that are not statements of historical fact may include forward
looking statements regarding future events or the future financial performance of the
company. We wish to caution you that such statements are just predictions and that actual
events or results may differ materially. Forward looking statements involve a number of risks
and uncertainties surrounding competitive and industry conditions, market acceptance for the
company's products, risks of litigation, ability to meet targeted launch dates, technological
changes, developing industry standards and other factors related to the company's
businesses. The Company reserves all of its rights.

